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I know a lot of South Sea babies
who'd make a lot of fell-as

Of all those South Sea island babies
fall.

Of all those South Sea island babies
fall.

you should know the sweet-est of them all.

Wah-wah gal in Aguacaliente
There's a Wah-Wah Gal in Aguacaliente
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en-te. What a wah-wah wah-wah wah-wah what a gal. She's
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got that thing I think you'll like her plen-ty. What a
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wah-wah wah-wah wah-wah what a gal. Have each hu-la hot bam-boo-la
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got that thing I think you'll like her plen-ty. What a
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wah-wah wah-wah wah-wah what a gal. Why you can have each hu-la hot bam-boo-la
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baby. You can have each jolly hot tamale Sam.
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baby. You can have each jolly hot tamale Sam. But that
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wah-wah gal in Agua Caliente, what a wah-wah wah-wah wah-wah what a
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wah-wah gal in Agua Caliente, what a wah-wah wah-wah wah-wah what a
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gal. What a wah-wah gal in Agua Caliente. Wah-wah gal in Agua Caliente. What a
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gal. There's a wah-wah gal in Agua Caliente. What a
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gal. wah-wah gal in Agua Caliente. What a
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wah-wah wah-wah wah-wah what a gal. Oh! She's got that thing I think you'll like her
wah-wah wah-wah wah-wah what a gal. Oh! She's got that thing I think you'll like her
plenti. What a wah-wah wah-wah wah-wah what a gal. Why you can
plenti. What a wah-wah wah-wah wah-wah what a gal.

have each hu-la hot bam-boo-la ba-by, you can have each joll-y hot ta-ma-le
have each hu-la hot bam-boo-la ba-by. You can have each joll-y hot ta-ma-le

There's a Wah-Wah Gal in Aguacaliente
There's a Wah-Wah Gal in Aguacaliente

Wah-wah gal in Aguacaliente, what a
But that wah-wah gal in Aguacaliente, what a
wah-wah wah-wah what a gal. Wa-a-wah!
wah-wah wah-wah wah-wah what a gal. Wa-a-wah!